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ALL KINDS OF: BODIES
Judith Heneghan
There are all kinds of bodies. They come in different shapes, colours and sizes and
every body is completely unique. Our bodies are amazing things! They change as
we get older. Different bodies are good at different things. What can your body
do?
This non-fiction picture book celebrates the different appearances and abilities
people have, and is illustrated throughout with beautiful artwork. It covers bodies
of different shapes and sizes, different shades of skin and styles of hair. It looks at
how we communicate feelings and display talents and how our bodies tell us
when they are unwell or need extra help. The book includes notes for teachers
and parents on helping children to develop self esteem and empathy by
understanding how people differ and how they are the same.
The All Kinds Of series is aimed at children aged 5 and up and offers a friendly and
inclusive look at how we live our lives, celebrating our differences as well as what
we have in common. Titles in the four-book series are: All Kinds Of Beliefs, All
Kinds Of Bodies, All Kinds Of Families and All Kinds Of Feelings.
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ISBN: 9781445161112
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

ALL KINDS OF: BELIEFS
Anita Ganeri
A friendly and inclusive look at how we live our lives, celebrating our differences
and similarities.
There are all kinds of beliefs. People may be Buddhists, Christians, Hindus, Jews,
Muslims or Sikhs, or belong to other religions. Some people have non-religious
beliefs. We can show what we believe by how we dress, what we eat, how we
behave and how we treat other people. What are your beliefs?
This non-fiction picture book celebrates the different beliefs people have, and is
illustrated throughout with beautiful artwork. It covers beliefs as guides for living,
belief in God, saying prayers, beliefs and food, beliefs and clothes, holy books,
places of worship, worship at home, festivals, special times and sharing beliefs.
The book includes notes for teachers and parents on helping children to develop
self esteem and empathy by understanding how people differ and how they are
the same.
The All Kinds Of series is aimed at children aged 5 and up and offers a friendly and
inclusive look at how we live our lives, celebrating our differences as well as what
we have in common. Titles in the four-book series are: All Kinds Of Beliefs, All
Kinds Of Bodies, All Kinds Of Families and All Kinds Of Feelings.
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ISBN: 9781445161099
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

EDGE: I HERO: MEGAHERO: THE MALIGN MISCHIEF OF MEGABITE
Steve Skidmore
Take on the role of a shape-shifting MEGAHERO in this fully interactive, wacky,
choose-your-own-destiny adventure story.
You and your mega-computer sidekick, PAL, must save the world from MegaBite –
an ultra-skilled and not-very-nice computer hacker. The evil genius has built a
web of scams online – can you possibly morph into the right shapes to unravel his
coordinated cyber attacks??
Written by the award-winning duo Steve Barlow and Steve Skidmore (AKA the
2STEVES) and illustrated by the hilarious Pipi Sposito. Reading age from 7 to 9
years old. Interest range from 7 to 12 years old – suitable for reluctant readers
and less confident older readers. Printed using a font approved by the British
Dyslexia Association on off-white paper.
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ISBN: 9781445170145
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 64

EDGE: I HERO: MEGAHERO: THE HATEFUL HORRORS OF THE QUEEN OF
HEARTS
Steve Skidmore
Take on the role of a shape-shifting MEGAHERO in this fully interactive, wacky,
choose-your-own-destiny adventure story.
You and your mega-computer sidekick, PAL, must save the world from the bankrobbing Queen of Hearts and her dastardly trio of Jacks. The thieves have their
eyes on the crown jewels – can you possibly morph into the right shapes to stop
them before it’s too late?
Written by the award-winning duo Steve Barlow and Steve Skidmore (AKA the
2STEVES) and illustrated by the hilarious Pipi Sposito. Reading age from 7 to 9
years old. Interest range from 7 to 12 years old – suitable for reluctant readers
and less confident older readers. Printed using a font approved by the British
Dyslexia Association on off-white paper.
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ISBN: 9781445170176
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 64

GROW YOUR MIND: THINK POSITIVE
Alice Harman
Help children, aged 7 plus, focus on the good rather than the bad on any
situation. This book is packed with fun and varied ways for children to think
positively, celebrate their succcesses and appreciate what they have.
Grow your Mind is a series of books that explore how we develop a ‘Growth
Mindset’ – when children believe they can get smarter, they understand that
effort makes them stronger and then the extra time and effort they put in can
lead to higher achievement, confidence and self-satisfaction. Written in
consultation with Katharine Muncaster, a leading headteacher who has
implemented a renowned growth mindset programme in her school, this is a
must have for any school, or parent, with wellbeing on their agenda.
Part of a series of 8 titles: Ask for Help, Boost Your Brain, Build Resilience, Don’t
Panic, Face Your Fears, Make Mistakes, Think Positive, Work Smarter.
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ISBN: 9781445169262
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

GROW YOUR MIND: DON’T PANIC
Alice Harman
Help children, aged 7 plus, stay calm and turn ‘can’t’ into ‘can’. This book is
packed with fun and varied ways for children to improve concentration, positivity,
confidence and mental wellbeing in a way that works for them.
Grow your Mind is a series of books that explore how we develop a ‘Growth
Mindset’ – when children understand their brain is growing and changing, they
understand that effort makes them stronger and then the extra time and effort
they put in can lead to higher achievement, confidence and self-satisfaction.
Written in consultation with Katharine Muncaster, a leading headteacher who has
implemented a renowned growth mindset programme in her school, this is a
must have for any school, or parent, with wellbeing on their agenda.
Part of a series of 8 titles: Ask for Help, Boost Your Brain, Build Resilience, Don’t
Panic, Face Your Fears, Make Mistakes, Think Positive, Work Smarter.
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ISBN:9781445169286
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

STAND AGAINST: POVERTY AND HUNGER
Alice Harman
A young activist’s guide filled with real ways to make a difference
Get motivated to stand against poverty and hunger in your community and the
world with this introduction to non-violent activism. Young activists: follow the
practical and effective methods in this book, and help mobilise others to take care
of the poorest and most marginalised people now!

This highly topical series informs and educates young people on key social issues
in the world today. Vibrant and clearly designed content will inspire the next
generation to take peaceful action now. With knowledge and passion in their
corner, young people can change the world!
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ISBN:9781445167404
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

STAND AGAINST: ANIMAL CRUELTY
Alice Harman
A young activist’s guide filled with real ways to make a difference
Get motivated to stand against animal cruelty in your community and the world
with this introduction to non-violent activism. Young activists: follow the practical
and effective methods in this book, and help mobilise others to take care of our
animals now!
This highly topical series informs and educates young people on key social issues
in the world today. Vibrant and clearly designed content will inspire the next
generation to take peaceful action now. With knowledge and passion in their
corner, young people can change the world!
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ISBN: 9781445168265
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

FACT PLANET: EARTH'S RESOURCES
Izzi Howell
Discover a world of amazing facts and information with Fact Planet!
Find out about Earth’s resources, from water and wood to diamonds and coal.
Through diagrams and case studies, learn how we gather, process and use these
materials to make objects and create electricity. Discover why our supply of
resources is running out and find out how recycling and renewable forms of
energy can protect our planet for the future.
Fact Planet is a lively, information-filled geography series, packed full of colourful
illustrations, clear explanations and fun quizzes to test your knowledge. The eyecatching illustrations combined with occasional photos bring geography and
environmental issues to life.
Other topics covered in this series are volcanoes, mountains, pollution, rivers and
coasts, animals at risk, settlements and earthquakes.
Perfect for the geography curriculum at KS2, this series is suitable for children
aged 7 and up.
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ISBN:9781445172798
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

FACT PLANET: SETTLEMENTS
Izzi Howell
A young activist's guide filled with real ways to make a difference
Get motivated to stand against animal cruelty in your community and the world
with this introduction to non-violent activism. Young activists: follow the practical
and effective methods in this book, and help mobilise others to take care of our
animals now!
This highly topical series informs and educates young people on key social issues
in the world today. Vibrant and clearly designed content will inspire the next
generation to take peaceful action now. With knowledge and passion in their
corner, young people can change the world!
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ISBN:9781445172750
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

A PROBLEM SHARED: TALKING ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS
Louise Spilsbury
A positive and proactive book that helps you understand and cope with relationships.

There’s two sides to every story. In Relationships, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, sticky
situations or issues that children sometimes have to face when interacting with others.
Encouraging you to put yourself in someone else’s shoes to see why they have reacted in a
certain way or said certain things, will help you to understand why different point of view arise in
the first place and why your perspective might cloud your judgement or stop other seeing your
point of view.
It will help you to find ways to positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your
emotions and maybe even change your mind. Relationships tackles situations including: parents
not trusting you, sibling conflicts, stepfamilies, evolving friendships, peer pressure and frenemies.
The book includes top tips for dealing with your emotions and conflict resolution.

The A Problem Shared series looks at tricky situations and common problems from two sides. The
books encourage the reader to not only speak out, but also to listen to what others have to say.
Some of the core values of PSHE are empathy, mindfulness and engaging with debate and this
series puts the reader firmly in the middle, allowing them to make up their own mind about the
scenarios presented and to question their own initial assumptions or bias.
Perfect resources for students of PSHE at Key Stage 2 aged 9+, these books are also useful as
opportunities for discussion topics in class or as role play situations.
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ISBN:9781445171326
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

A PROBLEM SHARED: TALKING ABOUT SOCIAL MEDIA
Louise Spilsbury
A positive and proactive book that helps you understand and cope with using social media.
There’s two sides to every story. In Social Media, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, sticky
situations or issues that children sometimes have to face when using various social media
platforms. Encouraging you to put yourself in someone else’s shoes to see why they have reacted
in a certain way or said certain things will help you to understand why different point of view
arise in the first place and why your perspective might cloud your judgement or stop other seeing
your point of view.
It will help you to find ways to positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your
emotions and maybe even change your mind. Social Media tackles situations including: being left
out, spending too much time online, comparing yourself to ‘perfect’ lives, cyber security and
online grooming.
The book includes top tips for dealing with your emotions and conflict resolution.
The A Problem Shared series looks at tricky situations and common problems from two sides. The
books encourage the reader to not only speak out, but also to listen to what others have to say.
Some of the core values of PSHE are empathy, mindfulness and engaging with debate and this
series puts the reader firmly in the middle, allowing them to make up their own mind about the
scenarios presented and to question their own initial assumptions or bias.
Perfect resources for students of PSHE at Key Stage 2 aged 9+, these books are also useful as
opportunities for discussion topics in class or as role play situations.
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ISBN: 9781445171302
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

GET INTO SCIENCE: FORCES AROUND US
Jane Lacey
This first science book exploring the science behind forces provides a great foundation
for scientific knowledge.
From pushes and pulls to magnetism and friction, this book has clear information and fun
illustrations. It also has plenty of interactivity such as challenges to think about and
activities to try.
Get into Science is a series of eight books for children aged 6+ that explore the science that
surrounds them in their everyday world. Each page is full of things for the reader to notice,
talk about and try for themselves. The simple text is accompanied by fun illustrations.
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ISBN: 9781445170268
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

GET INTO SCIENCE: FULL OF ENERGY
Jane Lacey
This first science book exploring the science behind energy provides a great
foundation for scientific knowledge.
From plant and animal energy to the power of the Sun, wind and water, the book has
clear information and fun illustrations. There is also plenty of interactivity such as
challenges to think about and activities to try.
Get into Science is a series of eight books for children aged 6+ that explore the science
that surrounds them in their everyday world. Each page is full of things for the reader
to notice, talk about and try for themselves. The simple text is accompanied by fun
illustrations.
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ISBN: 9781445170244
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

PLAGUE
Ben Hubbard
This book examines history’s most destructive pandemics including The Black Death
(Bubonic Plague); The Great Plague of London, the 1918 Spanish Flu, HIV/AIDS and
more. It uses a narrative structure to describe the causes, events and eventual
cessation of each outbreak. It features case stories of those affected, the science
behind each disease, the physical symptoms and effects, and the different approaches
to stopping or eradicating the diseases.
This is a highly topical book that addresses the outbreak of COVID-19. It offers a
message of hope to those worried or affected by COVID-19. That is, that pandemics
come and go, people have survived through them, and with each one our
understanding of how to slow or stop them increases.
The book features illustrations and etchings from the Middle Ages and photographs
from pandemics later in history.
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ISBN: 9781445179599
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

Wayland

100% GET THE WHOLE PICTURE: ENERGY AND FUEL
Paul Mason
Learn about the human body through facts focused on percentages.
Did you know blood is made of 55% plasma and 45% blood cells? Together they make
100% blood. Or that 65% of the body is water? Lungs, the brain, muscles, senses are
some of the topics covered in this exciting new way of exploring how our body works.
Find out what makes the world complete by understanding the different
components that make everything whole.

The series combines the visual style of infographics and their striking way of
presenting facts and figures, alongside in-depth explanations and diagrams. It is a fun
approach to science, leaving behind long lists of facts and presenting information in a
relevant and easy-to-understand way.
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ISBN: 9781526308528
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

100% GET THE WHOLE PICTURE: PEOPLE AND PLACES
Paul Mason
Learn about people and places through facts focused on percentages.
Did you know that 66% of the world population lives in cities and just 34% lives in the
countryside? Find out about the biggest cities on the planet. Cities, habitats, coastal
areas are some of the topics covered in this exciting new way of exploring people and
places.

Find out what makes the world complete by understanding the different
components that make everything whole.
The series combines the visual style of infographics and their striking way of
presenting facts and figures, alongside in-depth explanations and diagrams. It is a fun
approach to science, leaving behind long lists of facts and presenting information in a
relevant and easy-to-understand way.
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ISBN: 9781526308542
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

CITIZEN SCIENTIST: STUDYING INSECTS
Izzi Howell
There’s nothing greater than collecting data!
Investigate the world of insects through observation and scientific research. Study
habitats, life cycles, food webs and much more through step-by-step experiments, and
contribute to the scientific community by sharing your collected data as a citizen
scientist.

Citizen Scientist presents and extends key curriculum topics through data collection
tasks and simple research projects, some of which form part of larger public surveys in
the US and the UK. Readers will be guided on how to present their findings using
graphs and other infographic devices. This series will also draw links between these
projects and the wider environmental and scientific context, inspiring readers to
engage with their local area and make positive changes. This series is the perfect
introduction to scientific investigation for KS2 students aged 9+.
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ISBN: 9781526312266
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

CITIZEN SCIENTIST: STUDYING PLANTS
Izzi Howell
There’s nothing greater than collecting data!
Investigate the world of plants through observation and scientific research. Study
habitats, photosynthesis, germination and much more through step-by-step
experiments, and contribute to the scientific community by sharing your collected
data as a citizen scientist.

Citizen Scientist presents and extends key curriculum topics through data collection
tasks and simple research projects, some of which form part of larger public surveys in
the US and the UK. Readers will be guided on how to present their findings using
graphs and other infographic devices. This series will also draw links between these
projects and the wider environmental and scientific context, inspiring readers to
engage with their local area and make positive changes. This series is the perfect
introduction to scientific investigation for KS2 students aged 9+.
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ISBN: 9781526312297
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

ENGINEERING POWER!: MACHINES ON LAND
Kay Barnham
From bicycles to tunnel-boring machines, snow machines and lorries, explore the
world of machines on land!
Get to grips with the mind-boggling advances that have been made in engineering and
building vehicles and other machines on land.
The Engineering Power series explores the most amazing machines from the past to
present day. It pulls out key engineering details to inform and inspire the next
generation of engineers.
From cranes, submarines, tanks, and stealth jets, find out how machines have been
built to lift heavy weights, be submerged in deep oceans, roll forward over rough
terrain and zip quietly past in the sky overhead.
Large illustrations combined with photo inserts and diagrams show machines
operating in the real world.
Perfect for readers aged 9 and up.
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ISBN: 9781526311436
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

ENGINEERING POWER!: MACHINES AT SEA
Kay Barnham
From hovercraft to hydrofoils, jet skis and seaplanes, explore the world of machines
in the sea!
Get to grips with the mind-boggling advances that have been made in engineering and
building sea vehicles and machines. Bright and bold artwork, alongside clear
explanations and diagrams, guide you through a variety of landmark or forwardthinking machines.
From cranes, submarines, tanks, and stealth jets, find out how machines have been
built to lift heavy weights, be submerged in deep oceans, roll forward over rough
terrain and zip quietly past in the sky overhead. The books in the Engineering
Power series explain how the most amazing machines in our world operate, pulling
out key engineering detail to inform and inspire the next generation of engineers.
Perfect for readers aged 9 and up.
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ISBN: 9781526311795
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

FACT CAT: HEALTHY EATING: FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
Izzi Howell
Where do the fruit and vegetables we eat come from? Which fruits and
vegatables make great snacks?
Find out about fruit and vegetables and how they are needed in a healthy diet.
Discover how food is enjoyed in different ways around the world and the
importance of eating a healthy, balanced diet.
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ISBN: 9781526303547
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 24

FACT CAT: HEALTHY EATING: MEAT AND FISH
Izzi Howell
What is a food group? How are meat and fish farmed? How is food stored
and transported?
Find out about meat and fish and how they can form a balanced and
healthy diet. Discover the different ways in which it is enjoyed around the
world and the importance of eating a healthy, balanced diet.
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ISBN: 9781526303790
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 24

GO QUIZ YOURSELF!: SPORT
Annabel Savery
Learning loads of facts is boring, right?
Not with this book! Get your quiz on to become the ultimate expert on sport.

This book is the ultimate combination of facts and fun. Each chapter has loads of fast facts
followed by a short quiz, which makes it the perfect tool for revising for a test or for becoming
the quizmaster of the universe. It covers a huge range of topics, from kite surfing to karate,
takes a look at some famous sporting moments and iconic stars, and dives into the speed, skills,
moves and acrobatic feats that make sports so exciting to read about.
These books are designed as a companion resource for children studying core curriculum topics.
Illustrations, timelines and graphics work with captions and extended texts to challenge the
reader’s skills in memory, comprehension and reading. Kids will barely realise they are learning
when the competitive element takes over as they aim to become the Quizmaster.
The books contain loads of information, but as the quiz sections are spaced evenly throughout,
it can make the challenge less overwhelming. Readers can choose to read a section and then
answer those questions, or read the book and then attempt the whole quiz in one go. It can be
used to test themselves, test their friends or as a ready-made resource for teachers in need of a
pop-quiz for their class.
Suitable for children aged 8+ who are studying Space as part of the Key Stage 2 curriculum. Also
perfect for sport-mad kids who smash facts like world champions smash records.
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ISBN: 9781526312853
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

GO QUIZ YOURSELF!: SCIENCE
Izzi Howell
Learning loads of facts is boring, right?
Not with this book! Get your quiz on to become the ultimate science expert.
This book is the ultimate combination of facts and fun. Each chapter has loads of fast facts
followed by a short quiz, which makes it the perfect tool for revising for a test or for becoming
the quizmaster of the world. It covers a huge range of topics, from matter, sound, light and
energy, to some remarkable inventions and discoveries and the incredible worlds of living
things.
These books are designed as a companion resource for children studying core curriculum topics.
Illustrations, timelines and graphics work with captions and extended texts to challenge the
reader’s skills in memory, comprehension and reading. Kids will barely realise they are learning
when the competitive element takes over as they aim to become the Quizmaster.
The books contain loads of information, but as the quiz sections are spaced evenly throughout,
it can make the challenge less overwhelming. Readers can choose to read a section and then
answer those questions, or read the book and then attempt the whole quiz in one go. It can be
used to test themselves, test their friends or as a ready-made resource for teachers in need of a
pop-quiz for their class.
Suitable for children aged 8+ who are studying Science as part of the Key Stage 2 curriculum.
Also perfect for science-mad kids who smash through facts like the Large Hadron Collider
smashes particles.
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ISBN: 9781526312877
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

INSIDE ANIMALS: MINIBEASTS
David West
Introduces children to the anatomy of animals with cutaway illustrations
Enrich your knoweldge of marvellous minibeasts! See what a spider really looks like inside,
discover how an insect breathes and find out where bees store their venom, plus many
more minibeast facts.
The Inside Animals series introduces children to the anatomy of animals with cutaway
illustrations, with the outer image followed by the inner image over the next page, so
children can understand exactly how anatomy works. There is also a handy glossary at the
back to explain key scientific terms in an accessible way.

Perfect for any curious 6-8 year old or budding scientist.
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ISBN: 9781526310873
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 24

INSIDE ANIMALS: MAMMALS
David West
Introduces children to the anatomy of animals with cutaway illustrations
What wonders can you find out about the amazing world of mammals? See what a whale
really looks like inside; find out how a cow makes milk and where elephants’ babies grow,
plus many more dazzling facts about the animal kingdom.
The Inside Animals series introduces children to the anatomy of animals with cutaway
illustrations, with the outer image followed by the inner image over the next page, so
children can understand exactly how anatomy works. There is also a handy glossary at the
back to explain key scientific terms in an accessible way.

Perfect for any curious 6-8 year old or budding scientist.
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ISBN: 9781526310903
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 24

MOTORMANIA: CUSTOM CARS
Rob Colson
Get up-close to the most famous and unique cars ever made!
What are custom cars? Why are they made? And how have concept cars influenced
popular culture? Get the answers to all these questions, and more, with this guide to
some of the best cars ever made.
Motormania is the perfect series for car-mad kids. Striking photos ensure each car is
displayed in all its glory, while top-trump style fact files and detailed ‘tech points’
highlight the engineering that makes each car special. This series mixes the very latest in
car design and engineering with the greatest classics of the past, and is perfect for petrol
heads aged 7+.
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ISBN: 9781526313164
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

MOTORMANIA: SUPERCARS
Rob Colson
Get up-close to the most famous and unique cars ever made!
What makes a supercar? Just how fast are supercars? And how have they changed over
the last fifty years? Get the answers to all these questions, and more, with this guide to
some of the best cars ever made.
Motormania is the perfect series for car-mad kids. Striking photos ensure each car is
displayed in all its glory, while top-trump style fact files and detailed ‘tech points’
highlight the engineering that makes each car special. This series mixes the very latest in
car design and engineering with the greatest classics of the past, and is perfect for petrol
heads aged 7+.
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ISBN: 9781526313089
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

